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This
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sk

eva u a io n d e mand upo n gro up commun ic a tio n and p rf o rmance .
Three hypothese s were ge nerated : (a) low eva l uat io n d mand
ask scores will be sig nif ic ant l y bet t e r t h a n high
eva l uatio n d emand ta sk sc o res,

( b ) i n the h i gh e v aluati o n

dem and task the thr e e-member comcon groups will perform
s i gn i f i cantly b e tter than the three-member wheel gro up s ,
and ( b ) i n the low evaluation demand task there shou l d be
no s i gn ifi cant diffe rence in performance between the two
types of group s.
Undergradu ate students served as voluntary subjects.
Two types of groups, based upon communication network
difference s, were looked at.

The groups participated in

group decision -making tasks.

There were two decision tasks

employed .

Both tasks were modifications of the NASA Moon

Survival Problem (Hall & Watson, 1970).
The results revealed no significant differences based
upon the two levels of communication and the two levels of
evaluatio n demand.

Furthermore, no significant interaction

effects were revealed between type of communicat ion and
level of evaluatio n demand.

Further analyses support the

assumption that the low evaluation demand scores were
inde e d l ower in evaluation demand than the high evaluat i on
demand scores.
t hi rd facto r

These results suggest the presence o f a

(i . e ., an individual v. group fact o r )

affec t i ng performance .
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CHAPTER 1
Review of the Literature
Introduction
Past research in group behavior and performance has
gone far to explicate the structure and systems of groups.
The research has generated more questions.

The present

study is an attempt to answer some of these questions.
Data from various lines of investigation collectively
suggest three facets of the task situation that appear to
mediate the impact and importance of communication on group
performance.

These three facets are:

task structure,

information requirement, and evaluation demand. The present
study was designed to investigate the mediating effects of
evaluation demand between communication and group
performance.
Communication Network
The question of which type of group, or individual,
best fits which type of task remains to be completely
resolved.
Burleson, Levine, and Samter (1984) compared the
effectiveness of noninteractive and interactive group
decision-making procedures on the quality of group
decisions reached on complex problems.

They looked at two

different noninteractive decision-making procedures, the
"s taticized" procedure and the "nominal group technique".

2

In the "statici zed " de · ·
cisio n procedure (Lorge , Fox , Davit z,
& Bre nner
·
·
, 1958) no co mmunication
occurs among gr oup
members .

Instead, individual judgments are statistical l y

averaged to produc e a "group " decision.

In the "nominal

group technique " (Delbecq, Van der Ven, & Gustafson, 1975 )
only limited communication among group members under highl y
r estr i ctive conditions is permitted.

Communication among

group members is mediated by a moderator who controls the
content of messages and the channels through which they are
conveyed.

This method seeks to maximize the rational

process and eliminate problems arising from open social
interaction.

Burleson et. al. (1984) found that

interactive groups performed better on the complex task
used than did noninteractive groups .
The contention that a free interaction decision
procedure facilitates group decisions is frequently based
upon some variant of what might be termed "the group
synergy hypothesis" (Hall & Watson, 1970).

This hypothesis

maintains that the quality of group outcomes exceeds what
would be expected from a simple sum of individual
contributions.
Other, more specific, reasons for decision
facilitation under conditions of free interaction have been
proposed (Davis, 1969; Fisher, 1980; and Shaw, 1981).
The se r easons include: summation of individual
contributions, rejection of incorrect suggestions and t he
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checking of errors, the

greater amount of information

available to the group, questioning and debating that
stimulates new or different ideas , and the more easily
accomplished exchange of ideas in interacting groups.
There are also those who question the importance of
communication for decision-making efficacy.

It has been

suggested that communication inhibits optimal group
decision performance (Davis, 1969; Hewes, 1986; Steiner,
1972).

This view is reflected in Steiner's (1972)

equation:

"Actual productivity= potential productivity

losses due to faulty processes" ( p. 9) .
Hirokawa (1990) postulates that communication effects
upon decision-making performance is mediated by the task
situation.

Therefore, these effects would best be

conceptualized within a task-contingency perspective.
Evaluation Demand
Hoffman and Smith (1960) studied the effects on rated
individual behavior of group characteristics, problem
requirements, role structure, and certain interactions
among these.

They found that particular problem

requirements provide the conditions in which the
characteristic responses of the individual group members
interact to produce a unique group adaptation to the
problem.

Interrelationships among problem differences,

characteristics of group membership, and the potential
development of role struc t ures as they affect certain

behav io rs o f group members was looked at.
di f fe ren
study.

The effec s o f

group problems were a major variable in this
For all si x behaviors t h e differences among

Problems were a signi'fi'c an t source of vari ance .

The

results of this study show that each problem e licits a
re l atively disti nc t pattern of behaviors, emphas i zi ng the
different r e qu i rements each of the four problems p l aced on
the groups .

Al though the authors did not look at the

adequacy of the group decisions, this study does indicate
the importance, in research on small-group process, of
i dentifying the nature of the task given to the group.
Past research indicates that group communication is
less important for effective decision performance when the
task is simple.

Communication takes on more importance as

the task becomes more complex (Shaw, 1978).
One source of task complexity is evaluation demand.
Evaluation demand refers to the amount of effort that a
group is required to exert to determine whether a choice is
a viable one.

According to Hirokawa (1990) the evaluation

demand of a task is affected by three elements:

(a)

so l ution multiplicity, the number of choices deemed
"correct " ; (b) criteria clarity, the extent to which the
standards of evaluation are clearly presented; and (c)
ob j e ctive verifiability, the extent to which a choice can
be definitive l y established to be correct.
There is rese arch evidence that group communic at ion
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tends to pl ay a le ss important

role for effective group

t ask perfo rmance when the task has low evaluat ion demand as
opposed to high evaluation demand (Davis, 1969; Hill, 1982;
Shaw, 1981) .
Hirokawa (1990)

o

ff

ers a theoretical framework that

provides an explanation of the precise nature of the
influence of task factors.

This framework is developed

within the context of functional interaction theory (Gouran
& Hirokawa, 1983, 1986; Hirokawa, 1985, 1988; Hirokawa &

Scheerhorn, 1986).

According to this theory group

communication functions as a means to an end.

In other

words communication is used, by group members, to overcome
the demands which must be surmounted in order for the group
to be successful in decision-making.
Hirokawa (1990) summarized the basic framework of the
theory.

This framework includes the following:

(a) all

decision tasks impose specific demands on the group that
must be overcome in order for successful task performance
to result; (b) demands imposed on a group vary according to
the specific characteristics of the task; and (c) task
demands are overcome through both input and process
variables.

Thus, Hirokawa (1990) proposes that when the

evaluation demand of a task is low, group performance is
dependent largely on input variables.

These input

variables include the ability of group members to search
through optional choices, recognize the correct choice, and

demon

st
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rate its c orrectness using established evaluat i on

criteria .

I n this c a s e gr oup performance is a func tion of

t he i ndividual evaluation abilities of group members.
Furthermore, as the evaluation demand of a task increases,
group performance becomes increasingly dependent upon
process variables.

This is because group members can no

longer rely upon individual reasoning to evaluate choices .
Consensual validation becomes increasingly important as a
means of arriving at a collective choice.

Thus,

communication becomes a more important factor.

According

to Hirokawa (1990) communication facilitates the generation
of optional choices and the proper evaluation of available
choices.

The decision-making task used in this study was the
NASA Moon Survival Problem developed by Hall and Watson
(1970).

This task was employed because it has a unique

best solution, and thus provides an objective index of the
evaluation of the adequacy of group decisions (Hall and
Watson, 1970).
Hypotheses
th e evaluation demand (i.e.,
h
It is expected that wen
criteria identification and solution assessment) of a task
i. s low, group performance i·s dependent largely on input
.
. d ivi
' ' d u al skills and knowledge and level
vari. ables (i.e.,
in
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o f task motivation).

Wh

en

th

e evaluation demand of a task

i s hi gh, group performance is e xpec ted to be dependent
l argely on process vari ab l es (i' . e., group i· nterac tion or
communication).
Hypothes i s 1 : the low evaluation demand task scores
will be s i gnificantly better than the high evaluation
demand task scores.
Hypothesis 2: in the high evaluation demand task the
three-member comcon groups will perform significantly
better than the three-member wheel groups.
Hypothesis 3: in the low evaluation demand task there
should be no significant difference in performance between
the two types of groups.
From the stated hypotheses it is expected that a main
effect for both independent variables will be found.
Furthermore, in the high evaluation demand task the threemember comcon groups should perform significantly better
than the three-member wheel groups.

In the low evaluation

demand task there should be no significant difference in
performance between the two types of groups.

CHAPTE R 2

Method
Subjects
Appro xima t ely 132 undergraduate students, from six
Genera l Psychology classes Austin Peay State University,
served as voluntary subjects.

Subjects were given varying

amounts of extra credit for participating.

Subjects were

randomly assigned to 44 three-person groups.
Materials
Three rooms were used in which the tasks were
performed.

In the wheel groups one subject (designated the

"hub") communicated with the other two members of the group
who were isolated in separate rooms.

The "hub" member was

allowed to communicate to only one other member of the
group at a time.

In the comcon groups the three subjects

performed the task together in one room.
Procedure
Two types of three-member groups were used.

The

difference between the two groups was based upon the type
of communication network.

One type was a three-member

wheel group and the other was a three-member comcon group .
In the wheel group one member (designated the hub) was free
t o i nteract with the other members but the other members
8
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were only fre e t o i nteract with th

e one member designated

the hub.

I n the comco n group eac h member of the group was
free to interact wi th all the
other members of the group.
Each member of each group was
given an individual
deci s i on form to be filled out before
group interaction.
The decisions on the indivi'dual forms remained
·
unchanged
after group interaction began (see Appendixes A, B,

D).

c, and

Expe rimental condition codes can be found in

Appendix I.
In the wheel group the member designated the "hub" was
a l so designated the "leader".

This member was randomly

assigned with the exception that females were always
assigned this position (unless the group consisted of all
males).

One member in the comcon group was also randomly

assigned as the "leader", with the same exception noted
above.

The leader of each group filled out the group

decision form for that group (see Appendixes E, F, G,
and H).
The groups participated in group decision-making
tasks.

Groups were randomly assigned to the experimental

conditions.

Expert decisions on the tasks served as the

controls.
·
unl;~ited
time to complete the
Groups were given
~"
tasks.

The time it took for the groups to reach a group

decision was recorded.
Since group decisions amounted to rank orderings of
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standard items , it was possible to
with the e xpert rank orderi

ng

(

compare group orders

see Appendix J for keys)

supp lied by NASA as a means of quantifying decision
adequacy.

The quant'f'
d decision adequacy became the
i ie

score for that group.
Tasks
There were two decision tasks employed.

One task was

a high evaluation demand task and the other a low
evaluation demand task.
Both of these tasks were modifications of the NASA
Moon Survival Problem (Hall & Watson, 1970).

These

modifications were based upon a pilot study which
determined the relative evaluation demands of the two
modifications.
The high evaluation demand task required subjects to
rank, in order of their importance for survival, 5 items of
equipment taken from the original 15 items on the NASA Moon
Survival Problem.

Thus, the total decision product for

both individuals and groups is composed of 5 interdependent
judgements.

The modified NASA Moon Survival Problem

concerns the plight of the crew of an ill-fated space
flight; background information supplied to subjects
indicates that they are to think of themselves as crew
members.

The story line indicates that their spaceship was

originally scheduled to rendezvous with a mother ship on
the lighted surface of the moon; due to mechanical
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difficulties , however

'

they h

ave

b

een forced to crashland

some 200 miles from the r e nde zvo us po i n t .

Surv i va l depends

upon the crew reachi ng the mother ship. It is further
indicated th at there are 5 · t
l

ems of equipment wh ich must be

ev a lu ated wi th respect to their importance for insuring
surv i va l during the crew's 200 mile cross-country trek.
Each subject was asked to rank in order, on the supplied
form, the 5 items in terms of their relative value and
utility for survival.
unchanged.

These original rankings remained

The 5 items used were the third, fourth, fifth,

s ixth , and seventh items of importance, from the original
15 items listed on the NASA Moon Survival problem, as
ranked by the experts in Houston, Texas (see Appendix J).
Subjects were given unlimited time to arrive at a group
decision to the problem.

The designated "leader" was given

a form on which to record the group decision.

An expert answer for the task was obtained from the
Crew Equipment Research Section of the NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center at Houston, Texas (Hall & Watson, 1970) •
Performance on the task was evaluated on the basis of this
objectively correct criterion.
The low evaluation demand task consisted of removing
all but 5 of the items to be rank ordered.
used were the first, fourth'

S eventh,

The 5 items

tenth, and thirteenth

original 15 items on the NASA
items of importance, Of the
Moon survival Problem, as ran k e

db

Y

the experts in Houston,
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Texas (see Appendix J).

The rest of the task proceeded as

the high evaluation demand task.

CHAPTER 3
Results
Since the group decisions amounted to rank orderings
of standard items, it was possible to compare group orders
with the expert rank ordering (Appendix J) supplied by
NASA.

This comparison was used to quantify decision

adequacy.

The quantified decision adequacy is defined as

the absolute difference between the group rank orders and
the expert rank orders.
the score for that group.
analyze the data.

This absolute dif ference became
A 2x2 ANOVA de s i gn was used to

The resul t s are pr e s ent e d in Tab l e 1.

Table 1
Means and Standard Deviati ons.
Mean

SD

f

Corncon
Wheel

4 . 758
4 .0 83

5 . 079
4 . 463

2 . 78 5

0.103

Low Eval. Dern.
High Eval. Dern.

4.2 88
4 .55 3

4 .5 95
4 . 960

0 . 429

0.516

Corncon/Low Eva l . Dern.
Wheel/Low Eval. Dern.
Corncon/High Eval. Dern.
Wheel/High Eval. Dern.

4 .5 76
4 .000
4. 940
4. 166

4 . 931
4.350
5.3 39
4 . 676

0.060

0 . 808

The results of the ANO VA revealed no signi ficant
differences based upon the two l evels of communication
13
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(i . e. , comcon and wheel), f(l,40)=2.785, Q<.103, and the
two levels of evaluation (i.e., high and low),
I(l, 4 0)=· 429 , Q<.516.

Furthermore, no significant

interaction effects were revealed between type of
communication and level of evaluation demand, f(l,40)=.060,
n<.808.

Thus, no support was found for hypothesis 1 and

hypothesis 2.

Hypothesis 3 predicted no significant

differences, on performance in the low evaluation demand
task, between the two types of groups.

The results,

I(l,40)=.060, p<.808, lend support to hypothesis 3.
At-test was performed to assess if there was a
significant difference between individual scores, before
group interaction, in the low evaluation demand condition
and the high evaluation demand condition.

The results,

1(130)=-2.744, p<.007 support the assumption that the low
evaluation demand task was indeed lower in evaluation
demand than the high evaluation demand task (see Table 2).
Table 2
Individual Scores.

Low Eval. Dem.
High Eval. Dem.

Mean

SD

4.182
5.212

2.007
2.297

-2.744

0.007

The results of the t-test indicated that the data
should be analyzed by way of a

2X2X2 mixed ANOVA design.
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This design inc l uded the two levels of evaluation demand ,
the t wo types of groups based upon communication networks,
and the individual vs. group factor.
Although it was not hypothesized, a two-way
interaction was revealed for the evaluation demand (high
vs. low) factor and the individual vs. group factor,
I(l)=S.692, £<,005.

Also, a significant three-way

interaction effect was revealed for the communication
network (wheel vs. group), evaluation demand (high vs.
low), and individual vs. group factors (individual scores
before group interaction vs. group scores after group
interaction), I(l)=S.051, p<.03.

This three-way

interaction results in the need for further interpretation
of the two-way effect reported above.

CHAPTER 4
Discussion
I n th is st udy it was expected that when the evaluation
demand of a task was low group performance would depend
l argely on input variables.

Conversely, when the

evaluation demand of a task was high it was expected that
group performance would depend largely on process
variables.

Thus, it was hypothesized that the low

evaluation task scores would be significantly better than
the high evaluation task scores.

Furthermore, it was

hypothesized that in the high evaluation demand task the
three-member comcon groups would perform significantly
better than the three-member wheel groups.

However, this

study found no significant differences to support these
hypotheses.
A basic assumption of this study was that the low
evaluation demand task was, indeed, lower in evaluation
demand than the high evaluation demand task.

The results

supported this assumption and indicated the presence of a
third main effect (i.e., individual vs. group).
Although no hypotheses were generated in relation to
this third main effect, further analyses were performed.
three way interaction effec t was revealed for the
s. group), evaluation demand
communication network (wheel V
16
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and i ndivi ua l v s .
ThP~P
by
h

a

Pauls i nd ic

he a u hor

as no

hypo heses.
r opr i a e .

ht

r oup f c o r s .
he 2X2 design deve lo ped

adequa e to anal y ze the da a and

A 2X2 X2

es

OVA desi gn would ha ve bee n more

The results also i nd ic at e the need f or

fur her hypo hesis ge ne ra tio n and an a l t e rat io n of the
hypo heses used in t his study .

Thus , hypothesis 1 should

be changed to st a te that t he i nd i v i dua l s co res in t he low
evaluation demand task will be s i gn i ficantly better than
the indivi dua l scores i n the high evaluation demand task.
An

added hypothe s i s would be, in the high evaluation demand

ta sk the groups wil l perform significantly better than the
i nd i v i dua l s .
Fur the r testing and analysis are needed to determine
t he s uppo rt, or lack thereof, for these hypotheses and the
s ignific ant effects of the factors involved.
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APPENDIX A
Experimental Condition:

NASA/CHI

ins~ructi~ns: bYou a:e part of a three-member group.
Eac h o ~ou ave ~en given an individual decision sheet.
Please fill out this sheet before you interact with the
other members of your group. Do not change your answers on
this sheet after interaction has begun.
All members are allowed to interact and discuss the task
in searching for your answer. The designated group leader
will complete the answer sheet for your group.
Task: You are a member of a space crew originally
scheduled to rendezvous with a mother ship on the lighted
surface of the moon. Due to mechanical difficulties,
however, your ship was forced to land at a spot some two
hundred miles from the rendezvous point. Survival depends
on reaching the mother ship. There are five items of
equipment that must be evaluated as to their importance for
the two hundred mile trip. Below are listed the 5 items.
Your task is to rank order them in terms of their
importance in allowing your crew to reach the rendezvous
point. Place the number 1 by the most important item, the
number 2 by the second most important ~nd so ~n th 7o~gh
number 5, the least important. There is no time limit for
completion of the task.
Food concentrate
50 feet of nylon rope
Stellar map (of the moon's constellation)
First aid kit containing injection needles
Solar-powered FM receiver-transmitter
Gender (check one): Male
Female
Class standing (check one): Freshman
sophomore
Junior
Senior
Were you designated as the l eader (check one):

Yes
No

23

APPENDIX

Experimental Co ndition:

B

NASA/WHI

Instructions: You are part of a th
mb
Each of yo u have been given an indi'vi·drueael-mde .e: grouhp.
.
.
ecision s eet.
Pl ease f i ll out this sheet before you interact with the
ot ~er members of rour gro~p. Do not change your answers on
thi s sheet.after interaction has begun.
The designated group leader will be allowed to interact
with all members of the group in searching for your answer.
The other two members of the group will only be allowed to
interact with the leader. Each member of the group will be
isolated from the other members in a separate room. The
leader will be allowed to go from one room to the other and
communicate with the other members in trying to solve the
problem. The group leader will complete the group answer
sheet for your group.
Task: You are a member of a space crew originally
scheduled to rendezvous with a mother ship on the lighted
surface of the moon. Due to mechanical difficulties,
however, your ship was forced to land at a spot some two
hundred miles from the rendezvous point. Survival depends
on reaching the mother ship. There are five items of
equipment that must be evaluated as to their importance for
the two hundred mile trip. Below are listed the 5 items.
Your task is to rank order them in terms of their
importance in allowing your crew to rea~h the ren~ezvous
point. Place the number 1 by the most important item, the
number 2 by the second most important ~nd so ~n th:o~gh
number 5, the least important. There is no time limit for
completion of the task.
Food concentrate
50 feet of nylon rope
Stellar map (of the moon's constellation)
First aid kit containing injection needles
Solar-powered FM receiver-transmitter
Gender (check one): Male
Female
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ciass stand i ng (check one):

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

were you designated as the leader (check one):

Yes
No
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APPENDIX C
Experimental Condition:

NASA/CL!

Instructions: You are
. part of a three-member group.
Eacho f ~ou h ave b ~en given an individual decision sheet.
Please fill out this sheet before you interact with the
other members of your group. Do not change your answers on
this sheet after interaction has begun.
All members are allowed to interact and discuss the task
in searching for your answer. The designated group leader
will complete the answer sheet for your group.
Task: You are a member of a space crew originally
scheduled to rendezvous with a mother ship on the lighted
surface of the moon. Due to mechanical difficulties,
however, your ship was forced to land at a spot some two
hundred miles from the rendezvous point. Survival depends
on reaching the mother ship. There are 5 items of equipment
that must be evaluated as to their importance for the two
hundred mile trip. Below are listed the 5 items. Your
task is to rank order them in terms of their importance in
allowing your crew to reach the rendezvous point. Place
the number 1 by the most important item, the number 2 by
the second most important and so on to number 5, the least
important. There is no time limit for completion of the
task.
Food concentrate
2 hundred-pound tanks of oxygen

Portable heating unit
Signal flares
First aid kit containing injection needles
Gender (check one): Male
Female
Class standing (check one): Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
senior
Were you designated as the l eader (check one):

Yes
No
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APPENDIX D
Experimental Condition:

NASA/WLI

Instructions: You are part of a th
mb
Each of you have been given an individrueael-mde .e: group.
f · 11
h·
ec1.s1.on sheet
Please 1.
out t 1.s sheet before you interact with the·
other members of your group. Do not change you
· see
h t _a ft er 1.n
· t eract1.on
.
r answers on
this
has begun .
. The designated group leader will be allowed to interact
with all members of the group in searching for your answer.
The other two members of the group will only be allowed to
interact with the leader. Each member of the group will be
isolated from the other members in a separate room. The
leader will be allowed to go from one room to the other and
communicate with the other members in trying to solve the
problem. The group leader will complete the group answer
sheet for your group.
Task: You are a member of a space crew originally
scheduled to rendezvous with a mother ship on the lighted
surface of the moon. Due to mechanical difficulties,
however, your ship was forced to land at a spot some two
hundred miles from the rendezvous point. Survival depends
on reaching the mother ship. There are 5 items of equipment
that must be evaluated as to their importance for the two
hundred mile trip. Below are listed the 5_it7ms. Your.
task is to rank order them in terms of their importance in
allowing your crew to reach the rendezvous point. Place
the number 1 by the most important item, the number 2 by
the second most important and so on to number ?r the leaS t
important. There is no time limit for completion of th e
task.
Food concentrate
2 hundred-pound tanks of oxygen

-

-

Portable heating unit
Signal flares
·n.1.·ng inJ'ection needles
First aid kit Conta.l.

Gender (check one): Male
Female
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ciass standing (check one): Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
were you designated as the leader (check one):

Yes
No
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APPENDIX E
Experimental Condition:

NASA/CHG

Instructions: You are the l eade r of a t hr ee - membe r
group. All members are allowed to interact and discuss the
task in searching for a gro up decision . As the designated
group leader you will comp lete the answer sheet for your
group.
Task: You are a member of a space crew originally
scheduled to rendezvous with a mother sh ip on the lighted
surface of the moon. Due to mechanical diff"cu ties ,
howeve r, your sh i p wa s forced to land at a spot some t
hundr e d mile s fro m the rendezvous point . Survi l depends
on re ach i ng the mother ship . T ere
te so
equ ipme nt t hat must be evaluated as t o
or
the t wo hund r ed mile trip . Below re
Yo ur task is to rank order them in te
importance i n allowing your ere
h
point . Place then
er 1 by th
h
number 2 by the second most ·
or
number 5 , the least import nt .
completion of the task .
Food concentrate
50 feet of ny lo n r o

io

Stellar map (of the moon's co ns e
First aid kit cont in
Solar - powered F

recei er - r

s

0

g i j c
s

r
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APPENDIX F
Experimental Condition:

NASA/WHG

Instructions: You are the leader of a thr
mb
group. You w1.· 11 b e allowed to interact w1.·th ee-me
all
mber
·
h·
me ers of
the groupf1.nhsearc ing_for a group decis i on. The other two
members o t e group will only be allowed to interact with
you. Each me™?er of the group will be iso l ated f rom the
other members 1.n a separate room . You will be allowed to
go from one room to the other and communicate with the
other members in trying to reach a group decis i on.
As the
designated group leader you wi ll also comp l ete the answer
sheet for your group.
Task: You are a member of a space crew or i gina lly
scheduled to rendezvous with a mo t her s hip on the lighted
surface of the moon. Due to mec hanica l difficulties ,
however, your ship was forced to l and at a s pot some two
hundred miles from the rendezvous po int . Survival depends
on reaching the mother ship. The r e are five items of
equipment that must be evaluated a s to their importance for
the two hundred mile trip. Be l ow are li s t ed the 5 items .
Your task is to rank order them i n terms of their
importance in allowing your crew to r e ac h the ren~ezvous
point. Place the number 1 by t he most impor tant 1.tem , the
number 2 by the second most import a nt a nd s o ~n th:o~gh
number 5, the least important. There is no tlIDe l1ID1.t for
completion of the task.
Food concentrate
50 feet of nylon rope
Stellar map ( of the moon's constellation )
First aid kit Contal.· n1.·ng 1.· nJ"ection needles

-

Solar-powered FM rece iver-transmitter
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APPENDIX G
Experimental Condition:

NASA/CLG

Instructions: You are the leader of a three-member
group. All members are allowed to interact and ct·
h
·
h·
f
lSCUSS t e
task in searc ing ~r a group decision. As the designated
group leader you will complete the answer sheet for your
group.
Task: You are a mernbe: of a space crew originally
scheduled to rendezvous with a mother ship on the lighted
surface of the moon.
Due to mechanical difficulties ,
.
however, your ship was forced to land at a spot some two
hundred miles from the rendezvous point. Survival depends
on reaching the mother ship. There are 5 items of equipment
that must be evaluated as to their importance for the two
hundred mile trip. Below are listed the 5 items. Your
task is to rank order them in terms of their importance in
allowing your crew to reach the rendezvous point. Pl ace
the number 1 by the most important item, the number 2 by
the second most important and so on to number 5, the least
important. There is no time limit for completion of the
task.
Food concentrate
2 hundred-pound tanks of oxygen
Portable heating unit
Signal flares
First aid kit containing injection needl es
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APPENDIX H
Experimental Condition:

NASA(WLG

Instructions: You are the leader of a th
group. Yo~ wi·11 b e_a 11 owed to interact with ree-mernber
all mernbe
the group in searching_for a group decision. The othe~s of
members of the group will only be allowed to interact -~~o
you. Each me~er of the group will be isolated from t~~
other members in a separate room. You will be allowed to
go from one ro~m to ~he other and communicate with the
other members in trying to reach a group decision.
As the
designated group leader you will also complete the answer
sheet for your group.
Task: You are a member of a space crew originally
scheduled to rendezvous with a mother ship on the lighted
surface of the moon. Due to mechanical difficulties,
however, your ship was forced to land at a spot some two
hundred miles from the rendezvous point. Survival depends
on reaching the mother ship. There are 5 items of equipment
that must be evaluated as to their importance for the two
hundred mile trip. Below are listed the 5 items. Your
task is to rank order them in terms of their importance in
allowing your crew to reach the rendezvous point. Place
the number 1 by the most important item, the number 2 by
the second most important and so on to number~, the least
important. There is no time limit for completion of the
task.
Food concentrate
2 hundred-pound tanks of oxygen
Portable heating unit

-

-

Signal flares
First aid kit containing injection
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APPENDIX I
Experimental Condition Codes
NASA/CHI=Comcon communication/High evaluation demand task
individual form.
,
NASA/WHI=Wheel communication/High evaluation demand
individual form.
task,
NASA/CLI=Comcon communication/Low evaluation demand task,
individual form.
NASA/WLI=Wheel communication/Low evaluation demand task,
individual form.
NASA/CHG=Comcon communication/High evaluation demand task,
group form.
NASA/WHG=Wheel communication/High evaluation demand task,
group form.
NASA/CLG=Comcon communication/Low evaluation demand task,
group form.
NASA/WLG=Wheel communication/Low evaluation demand task,
group form.
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APPENDIX J
Rank Order Key to Tasks
High Evaluation Demand Task
2

Food concentrate

Sati~fies basic energy
requirements

4 50 feet of nylon rope
cliffs,
together,

Useful in scaling
tying injured
etc.

1 Stellar map (of the moon's
constellation)

Most important means of
determining position
and directions

5

First aid kit containing
injection needles

Injection needles
fitted to suit aperture
quite useful

3

Solar-powered FM receivertransmitter

Only useful if line-ofsight transmission is
possible with limited
transmission range

Low Evaluation Demand Task
2

Food concentrate

1

2 hundred-pound tanks of
oxygen

5

Portable heating unit

4

Signal flares

3 First aid kit containing
injection needles

Satisfies basic energy
requirements
Absolute necessity for
life support
Only useful if on the
dark side of the moon
Possible distress
signal once close
enough to mother
ship to be seen
.
needles
Injection
·t aperture
fitted to sui
quite useful
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APPENDIX K

Consent Form
The purpose of this investigation is to
relationship between communication and de c.1.s.1.on
.e~a 1uate the
performance. Your responses are confident.1.·a1
At
.
·
11
b
·
d
t
·
f
·
d
·
no
t.une
wi
you e i en i ie nor will anyone other th
h
•
t .1.ga_or~
· t
h ave a~cess to your responses. The
an t e
inves
demographic inform~tion collecte~ ~ill_be used only for
purposes of analysis. Your part.1.c.1.pat.1.on is completely
voluntary, an~ you are free to terminate your participation
at any t:une without any penalty.
The scope of the project will be explained fully upon
completion.
Thank you for your cooperation.

I agree to participate in the present study being
conducted under the supervision of a faculty member of the
Department of Psychology at Austin Peay State University.
I have been informed, either orally or in writing or both,
about the procedures to be followed and about any
discomforts or risks which man be involved. The
investigator has offered to answer any further inquiries as
I may have regarding the procedures.
I unders~and ~hat I
am free to terminate my participation at any t.une wi th0 ut
penalty or prejudice and to have all data obtained from me
withdrawn from the study and destroyed. I have also be7n
told of any benefits that may result from my participation.
Name

-----------------(print)
(signature)

Date

--------------

